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Step Inside Miami’s Most Opulent
Penthouse Suites

BY PAIGE MASTRANDREA  |  NEWS  |  JULY 23, 2018

If you’re looking to truly live the luxe life for your next stay in Miami, checking out one of 

these penthouse suites is a must. From multi-level palaces with rooftop pools, sundecks and 

more, here are  ve of the most lavish penthouse suites Miami’s haute hotels have to offer.

ACQUALINA RESORT & SPA 
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The prestigious Acqualina Resort & Spa in Sunny Isles Beach is the perfect combination of

relaxation and luxury. Located a few minutes North of the busy South Beach, guests have the

ability to access the city but also allow themselves to unwind on the pristine white Sunny Isles

Beaches. Additionally, they have the ability to plan the ultimate luxurious getaway with their

over-the-top, breathtaking penthouse suite. The room starts at $20,000 per night and leaves

nothing to spare to ensure your stay is perfect. Located atop the 46th oor, the 7,725 square-

foot Penthouse boasts panoramic views of the ocean and bespoke nishes, furnishings and

artwork curated by St. James Design. The suite includes 5 bedrooms, a sprawling living room,

media room and saltwater swimming pool outside. It’s perfect for planning a trip for the whole

family, or maybe something more intimate with the ability to entertain guests. Additional

features include a 10-person dining room accented by two crystal chandeliers that shine on a

wood dining table set on a coral pony hair rug, an entertainment bar with agate countertop 

and backlit LED lighting, a custom designed kitchen with top-of-the-line appliances and 

separate breakfast area. A Crestron system conveniently operates with iPads and controls 

lighting, entertainment, sun screens, curtains and temperature.

For more information or to make a booking, please contact Acqualina Resort at

305.918.8000.
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